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DISPOSAL OF PRODUCTIM DrMICN BASTES
BY.

L. MARTIti
w

Any discussion of the problems of disposal of oil field wastes is likely
to be Looked to for a solution for a specific case and in this particular in-

stance might be construed as a recommendation from the L.F. I.Committee on
Taste Disposal., For this reason I want to state that this paper will not attept

to solve these probles, but will attempt to set out the circumstances which
rake the problem so annoying and discuss in a general way the merits and faults
of present practices. It will attempt to give a clearer understanding of the

field wants responsibility as well as that of the executives. It is generally

agreed that the serious consequences always attendant on this problem can be
materially decreased through a better understanding of the cause and affect of

production wastes why
-they are objectionable ' and *hat rights the public have for
objecting to the=.

Production wastes may be classified in four groups, namely1}
—( Basta Oil,
Gases
Drilling Mad, 4)
(
(
2)Saline 11aters, 3)

&

vapors. of these Lour groups,

the most aggravating are the first two and inasmuch as very 1Ittle has been done,

by the Committee, on the last two groups a discussion of them will not be included
i this paper. I appt$
c3ate however, that you may well be interested in one can -

dition coming under the last group. I refer to the wastes incident to the maaufact.:
e of carbon black and the only encouragement I can offer is that the problem

will necessarily be solved eventually, but it will have to be solved by those most
affected by such waste.

Waste disposal is not peculiar to the ail industry --practically eveby ine
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dustry has had such a problem and I believe it can be truthfully stated that in

every case in which the problem has been solved, the former caste eras converted to
N

a revenue producing product. These problems were solved due to agitation against
the

disposal

of such wastes is

a manner

that ="

objectionable to individuals or

the public is gaseral- And as in the case with our industry, such complaints
ere followed by legal actions which eoepelled the slirination or limited the
othods of disposal which could be used. Regardless of whather or not we consider
our wastes objectionable or liable to cause dassge to our neighbors or the public,
the statutes of the several states make it obligatory on the producer to present

l

the escape of waste from our properties (See App.).In many instances the courts
have allowed damages because of the escape of such wastes. Apparently, It is only

a question of time until the opposition to the escape of our waste will become

strong enough

to force us, as an economical measure, to dispose of them in such a

manner as will not be objectionable to anyone, and, without doubt, such disposal
will also be effected at a profit. It is also apparent that we cannot escape the

moral responsibility for the effect of such wastes as may interfere with the order-

ly conduct of business, private or public, for after all we are the public which is
affected,

The responsibility for preventing -castes and for their disposal rests upon
the field man. The realization of the seriousness of this responsibility and the

effectiveness of control methods can only be brought about by a well -planned

educational program. The field man is primarily concerned with the production of
the masimzm amount of oil at a minimum cost, consequoutly, his tendency is to

dispose of these wastes at the least possible expense to his property, in order to

keep down his production cost. If,however, the cost of litigation, settlement of
claims, and present methods of disposal were included in the cost of productiea,
such practices would, in most cases, reflect a marked incrmsa in production costs,
Althoush t is very little information avrilakl?ao to tho extent to
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which these castes may pollute surface or uZderground'waters or their detrimental

effects on soil and vegetation, we are well aware of the success with which claims
a

for damage resulting therefrom are prosecuted. Vitbout such data, we are confronted
with regulations which, in effect, coasider the mere presence of such wastes as
detrimental regardless of the quantity or concentration.
1„
5 on

The princi?:
al source of waste oil is emulsions, either direct or as s result
of their treatmeat.

F believe it is definitely conceded that emulsions are the

result entirely, of some mechanical operations incident to oil recovery. Also, that,

under given operating aonditiors, the type and volume of emulsion is relative to the
chemical content end volume of water which is produced. Consequently, it is

reasonable to suppose that study to improve recovery methods should eliminate or

greatly reduce emulsions. Lvcn where no attempt is made to reduce this volume, the
amount of waste resulting from practical treating methods, should be so small as to
offer no serious problem of disposal if impounded and burned.

oil lost in pulling tubing may be considerable and a source of annoyance if

proper precautions are not taken to prevent its escape at the well. Several
companies are making a practice of lastalling concrete derrick floors with a

pickup
- pit and have found that such practice is economical aside from preventing the escape of oil.

The escape of oil from tank batteries, pipe line pumps, and traps is easily
aad in=
psnsisely prevented by the construetioa of earthen dikes, and the recovery
of much merchantable oil is possible by the use of properly desired oil.water
-

separators. Mile the loss of any amount of oil is an economic waste even the

escape of small amounts may bn ver; costly, ibr the public has come to associate the
presence of oil with tha escape of tali rater.
For this reason, many salt rater
c'-!
ias could be aveidei
- if care is `.:
e_
W remove_all oil am
*_^ water be ore
=
disposing

of

the rater.

nth^3.

::

-

vi=
ibilin•ar oil

of
eilmn
_
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Approzimsto Thickness of Film

000OU35

Appearance or Film

Approalmata Amount of Oil 'Required
for Film. One square Mile to trtu.

Barely visible under moat favorable
light conditions

000003

a

000006

s

First tress or color may be observed

000012

n

Bright

lands of color

00004

Colors

begin

00008 +

Colors

are

25 Believe

Visible on silvery shoon on surface
of fluter

50 gallons

to

era

visible

turn dull

much darker

100 gallons
200 gallons

666 gallons
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messes and the volume of oil per square mile Under such film conditions. From this
table it will. be mated that very small quantities of escaped oil will be noticeable
on small stream F#
h

p

The extent of pollution of surface waters by oil and its off act on soil and

vagetation, cannot be date='
ned by any published data at this time, although many
cases could be cited where the presence of oil has been beneficial. E'
rperience
t.
aches us that allowing oil to escape from our properties is a costly practice.

acesed ground around wells and tanks and in natural draias6e is nst
;
as much

e of poor housekeeping as a greasy floor in front of the kitchen stove.
Me escape of waste oil can be pr.
veated.
SAL=
ATE

rithout question, the greatest disposal problem that the industry faces is
that of ter
=
produced with the oil; Such waters vary in chemical content in which

the chlorides of sodium., calcium., and magnesium usually predaminate. The conceatraction of the dissolved contents vary, usually ranging in specific gravity frm

1.
461 to le175%Table I'=
shaves analyses of waters typical of the various mid -

eantinent producing areas, in which it is seen that sodiug, calcium and magnesium

salts predaainata, and that many carry relatively high percentages of bromine and
iodine which are sufficiently in demand to mai:s their recovery interesting.
until such times as methods arc

developed which will provi°_
s for the profit-

able recovery of these various salts, the logical method which will lessen the

dam.ge
- resulting from the disposal of this water is to reduce the volume produced.
It is possible to accurately determine the source of water in wells, In Raw wells,
this is done by making chemical analyses of all waters encountered in drilling and

recording the corresponding depth. By comparing the analysis of water produced
with those of waters encountered in drilling it is possible to determine fairly

accurately the volute fror any possible source in the well. Mere such analyses
ac^

Rat :ado

daring dri2 is ,

it is poasiblo to locate the source of rater. The
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FAST TESAS

SCIVOR POOL
Rice Co. 1100.

SUIRIOLE 1

RI'[
ZCANPOt7
1111cax

SimPaom

Viola

V psr Vilcox

Al+
un. 4: Iran Oxides

Al203 k Fe203)

Silicon Dioxide (B102)
Calcium ( Ca)

un0nosium (Mal

lHa)
49ilarida (C1)
su;
pbato (so4)
Carbonate ( CO3)
Bicarbonate (HCa3)
Iodine (I)
Rramine (Dr)
Strontim (si)
Sad ism

636.31
289.48
7
12420.50

1347.69
327.22

24109.95
39643.47
286.76

124.21

426.80
274.71

650.32

1408.40

1048.20

308.09

8414
1.
743

7

43f.79

14966.89

5312.18

49867

26796.62
20.36

10778.63

48352
9a196

964y0

182,08

1557

542

390

Nona

None

162.68

55

Nonu

1.
7 4

157071

40.68
Tracb

716.96

Trace

7zi
07.y

z1z00.19

LEA COUNTY
IDid I

ICO

43.
74

PMHIMDLE

2

Bottom)

15032$

AucusTA AN0 mORADO FIELDS, KW. 53
Bottom

Top

Alum. d Iran Oxides

F6203)
kAl203) a(

62.5
02.5
2635.6
805.5
1542.64
28897.45

Silicon Dioxide (3102)
Calcim (Co)

1Ioviosium (148)
Sodium ( Na)
Chloride (C1)

Sulphate (So4)

2301.3

84

22

190

1333

7464

2006

21f

40100

9093

2436
5730

90650

16058

110912

169

1962

7

536
50

carbonate (Cog)
Bicarbonate (11303)

129.32

87.3

Iodine (I)
Bromine (Br)
Strontium (Si)

Irons

y0y4
rrato - -y
u
0

v

14OD.

2

24

2683

1iQyy4
)'

1 ( Eaginoarlag Roport SwInaln Pool. U. S. Savona of Nines, July. 1928
2 (Private source)
3 (Bureau or Ninoa Tachnical Paper x1404)
W5
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use of dyes Has been successful in identifying the source is respect to a given

casing stringa A method has bean developed and patented which, it is contended,
u

ill dcfiaitely locate the source by taking advantage of the relative electrical
ronductivi.y of salt solutions, This method has been successfully employed an the
ccific Coast.

It is axiomatic that the volume of water increases as oil production decreases

due, both, to water encroachment in the producing strata and from leaking casings.
Consequently, t=
o lifting cost is increased by the increased percentage of cater
•
in
the fluid handled, greater ccrrosian of equipment and increase of emulsions. Figure
I shov3 a comparison of oil and rater percentage in the Panhandle Area, A similar
record on individual yells would be of much value is control of water in the wells.

As in the case of oil, no reliable data is available as to the pollutive

effects of oil field brines. And, likewise, under present statutes, it is not

material, for apparently the escape of a few barrels of brine may be annoying and
costly under certain conditions, while under other conditions the escape of thousands
of barrels may cause no incouvenieacc. As a result, the lease making only a few

barrels of brine may often be forced to pay for offences which, seemingly, it could
not have been res;
casible. Therefora, it is imperative that each lease take every
precaution in the
disposal of its rater.

As noted b,:
fora, whatever disposal method used, it is necessary to thoroughly
separ::te and recover any oil accompanying the watcr before its disposal

This is

easily accomplished on the avcra.Ce lease by the use or a simple separator between.

lease tanks and roint of disposal. See
(
Fig. Ill*hawover, where conditions require

the separation of all suspended mntt4r and a very low oil content and the handling

of largo volumes of Zter, a carefully designed separator must be used. Theory and
design data is availablc through this comsi.ttac),Such traps or separctors properly
located also provcsnt the scope
;:
of fruu oil from th, lease.

mtHod= of disposal in gc Qral
-%
practice in the ::idi
'::_nt area
^•:
r
_ ^
as
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faLi,atsa

1. Unrestricted flow to natural. drninagas
2. Impounding in earthen storage for
Aa Dumping in flood stage.
B. Evaporation and Seepage,
3. Conducting to polluted Caters by
A. Tmdividual systems,
B. v
arz=
: i:
Syst'ms,
4. Return to subsurface forrations.

There are some .:he contend that the first is the cheapest asthod and tale a

c-"
ncc on being abla to settle all claims for

daneges on reasonable teams. This

y have boas true in soar instaaccs, but invariably then. such ^as the czse, it
s due to the fact that the operators who stars caking a bonalido
effort to handle

their

astcs ::arc penalized along•and because of those a
« o cede no effort to do

so. Very c=
l U -amounts of Cater mzy be disposed of in t..
is manner, provided,

of courto, there is enough surface crater to sufficiently dilute it. Uo`ver,
°. we
must bear in mind that the claimant or the courts are usually the judgos of the
extent of an alleged injury.
J

Probably the safest of those methods, choro the volume is not too great and
rainfall sufficiently frrouent, is that of impounding and dumping at the proper

time, hoever,
^.
great care must bu exercised, 41M writer can cite oao ease Where
this dam ping method hrs been agglicd end not a3:,
ys with the aid of rainfall, but
in this case, an understanding .mss bad tot the State Authorities c: ould not object

so long as the chloride content of the receiving strocm did not exceed a maximutm act
by them, Tais stream is the supply for 5ev0rr1 municipal orator systems and to date
no ob,ction has been raised' which evidently fixes the limit set as a safe one.

e only siddiag"
"
ourr-alves ::han s,e thin.%
we can dispose of salt water
by

tour

frog
av^
tion
par^.

Th=hirh•.'
arthen rt..
-=
t

of soLr vaperatio.
.;
is
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rcport_
d fr=
11avada and amounts to .0043 bbls. p.r square foot of ter
,surface

per day, The best information available g£
vca a_
z carn=
e for the fidantiamt
;
area of 0
. 01 b'
31sf per day. L^other :nrds, a pond 100 ft.square would evaporate
r

a y 14 bbl q. per day, if tL,rc ere
::
ao rai:f:'
11, He ever,
,:
the rainfall throughout
s s=
c section equals the cvaporatioa, so aot_
liaa is gained through solar

ortiou clone: hat
'?
7a b_
va attributed
_
to cvpporation r_
s due to seepage,
this method of dispasd is a;cn employad, but with very fd:a axce_
tions it is

practical

3vantually, s•_
es seepage "tray either follow an impervious stratu to

here
surface ::
t::,

l

it racy affect vegetation

or may find

its

-.

to fresh =
tcr

sources, either surface or subsarf:ce,and it such quaa.ities as to be ob;
ectiazable.
Th.:theory that seepage tends to filter nut the ob,
ectioaablu szTts has becn

thoroughly disprov.n.dt
Sc'.
mi£and Devine is Bureau of Clines Bulletin R. 1, 2945,
state that "dry ions pre.scat in the water such as sodium and potassium, dLi,
; ch tand
to deflocculate the

the clay r02 tivcly Impervious to the infil-

clay will

tration of watcr. On the other handT such ions as calcium and magnesium, which
flocculate the soil sill conversely caiisc th.:clay to becrose relatively permeable

Results (af their experiments) indicate that the presence of Calcium and
I

cesium * ° * * *increases the rate of seepage through clay indepandeatly

presence or absence of radium ";

of the

If such flocculation does occur wa may find a

decrease of somo salts in the scopago, but necessarily an iucreasc in other salts

hich =
y be more ob,.
ctioneblu than the original bring. Therefore, we cannot arpee.
to successfully impound s:.
lt ater
Athout saepag,:,
that disposal by seepage is

not as practical as methods which trill confine the nt_
:. r to definite cad known
Charm ds®

Many attempts at artificial evaporation brve becn made but usually i: th very
little success. Usually, wherc largo volumus'Of ester
: arc produced, there is a.
shortage of fuel; nee
the vOl=
r s are small it is Often practical to surplemcat

salcr evcrar.ticn itb
.: sprays, The disadvnnt_ge of this method lids La the fact ta
a

s::
eh

c- V.Z :::

relL

is

r.
d_::but

thU cone : tr.
tion is iaCruascd so that

0569
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its escape will be more serious. Probably the most useless attempt at evaporation.
to the burning of gg:s over t v-.
surface of a pond. If a
: cannot expect more th:,
n a

IC,.reduction is voluno by heating in a boiler, it can readily bu sect hoe little
P

caa be obtained in burning as open flame over a large surface without motion. And,
tg:ia, chat little reduction in volume it obtained is more tbar; offset by the insod
cr -.
^.

coac.:
ntrztion of the seepage.

The

use

of

vacuum pans for evaporation is

out of the question, duc to =..
cessiva initial cost if they
a meta

rz, to be operated only

of disposal; Thair only practical use would be in the recovery of market -

able sclts;

The oa'_
y successful, dispes: syst=
s are geese ::
bloc: conduct oil fr_
e Ste
:.^
r_
aer to

coast-1 tcrz,
. - polluted stre -

or

strn

—"
Of suffieicnt

volume that

rcawlting mixture gill bavt a bax.:.
less coacentr lion.
*_
Th__
e syst—
are opened

cithir iadop_
adently or as comcunity uindortc:ings-. The latter is preferable for the
r:
asou that unit control proolu.dcs the possibility of the Lis methods of one operator

orhing a hardship on tha mor%:
prudent opLr_
tors. And, it has been proven, that
even the community plan c^
mnot be succ;
ssfaLly operated if it does not have the

sup ort
of all operators, and more nt,
i=
port- the l
ap;
rovt. of enforcancnt agencies.
The State of Teats, through its Fish, Game and Oyster Commission bus saactincd
such

pLins by passing =- r
7
_gr=

legislation to purmi-t thL ory.
nizetiou of such

dispos-1 ss
eo.
paai. Na,
S.
B
( .4G, chap. 49).Sce
( App.).
Undcr the community pl:.
n all ste
, = tars
;:.
arc- conducted to a control, plant,

Even if such -tors hive bu run t=
ouch scptrttors
on the le,,
as
" ticcy are again

sap=
so as to =oluuds all oil rind solids. Fram this separator the —
tar is
conducted to the finr disposal by pipe line. In a f=
cases the final disposal

must be held up for eort._
ia periods to prcv:.
at pollution of irrigation tutors or
during eatramcly lo.:
wntar periods
Thcrc have be•.
n num;.:
rous attcapts to r.
turzn :m_
tc t-er to subsurfaco form -

ations, but, LO
^ st ,*ithout ccjcion,
•=
them htvo ban proven impractical exc.pt
for

short - ricd of ti

:.
it can -

robabl; b stated

as .

r,==
l rul=
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unless such rztcr can be returnod by gravity, it will not be successful. Pumping
under pressures which continually increase not only means costly operation, but the

ultimate contamination of fresh water strata is practically assured. In addition
F

h:;
rs is the probability of mi2rtion to producing sands and a rehandling of the

cr. Therefore, this method cannot be considered practical except under the can CL -:ioa noted above.

Tery little study has been undertaken by the o£
1 industry looking to the
d.:
7olopmant of pracasses for the economical disposal of oil field brines. The Writer

has :cno..
lcdgm of but one c=
py
= Which
- is attempting a complata recovery and t!:
is
under conditions tb:!
t do not gaacrm ly obtain in producing fields, In another case,

hV;rcvar, a company is successfully treating 60,000 barrols of brine per day in order
to racover 500 lbs. of o
£dins and t bat
} brine is not as rich in iodine as some of the

brines in this section. The oil companies, apparently, ere no; interested to bccoming manufacturing chemista, still one cannot but sander why more research has not been

done, to not only oliminntu a costly r.
ste product but to also recover the salable
products of that s
= ta—
caacci=l.
y ken,
',
e
:: find that the value of such products in
arch barrel of Nastc tcr
:,
amounta to as much as #
2.
50 per bbl. If the expenditures

an dry holes in search of oil valued at #
1.
00 per barrel is justified, how much :could
sa be justified in spending to recover products valued at X2.50 par bbl?
From the foregoing discussion, c:a can d-^
ar: the follo.1ing conclusions:

A. The escape of asta
•..
oil is avoidable, is due to carelessness Only,
and sbould be trw.tcd as sack A clean lease indicates a prudent

operator. The prvont£
oa and recovery of waste oil is profitable,

B.NO successful, method, of Fear A
= application, has been devised for
disposal of snit tar.
--

C. Certain methods of salt 7ator dispos.l in common use are not only
inefficient but impractical and h.
zmrdous.

D. No disposrl.mathod will operate satisfactorily c.:
ccpt it be carefully

plrnnod and consci.atiously Ippl£
ad by all pacti.::
cu: recd,
E. beau

is mead

for such

rescrxah

as

1
411
14

vtzT
cc
.

ting astc
.

1;
rtc profit: I.' producta.
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ST3rdEr POEIITION IA1v

An Act providing that it shall be unlawful to throw cast, discharge or deposit

crude petroleum, oil, acids sulphur, salt water', oil refinery wastes, or oil well
wastes in any of the waters of this State; providing that salt water and treated

sulphur water may be deposited in the tidal waters of this State and providing

that salt water, under certain circumstances, may be deposited in the fresh watts
of this State; providing for the enforcement of this Act, disposition of fines and
fees of the arresting officers; providing that this act shall be cumulative of all

laws relating to the subject matter of this Act, and declaring an emergency.
P3 IT LWTM Sr TEM IZGISLMM OF TFM STATE OF Try. A :

Section 1: It shall be unlawful to throw, cast, discharge or deposit crude
petroleum, oil, acids, sulphur, salt avatar, oil refinery castes or oil wall wastes
in or of any stream, water course or natural body of water of this State or in such

PTmindty
w-thereto that such crude petroleum, oil, acids,-sulphur, salt uater, oil

refinery wastes or oil well wastes will reach such stream, water course or nattzraIbody of water•,'
providing, however, that salt water or sulphur rater, when such
sulphur rater is so treated that it will not be harmful to aquatic life or marine

organisms, may be deposited in the tidal caters of this State; and providing further
that when it is charged that there is a violation of this Act by throwing, casting,
discharging or depositing crude petroleum, oil, refinery wastes or oil veil wastes
into any of the waters of this State adequate proof mist be submitted that crude
petrolatnn, oil refinery wastes or o£
2 well wastes or accumulations of such deposits,
covered an area of such water in excess of ten thousand (10,
000) squsre'feet or
was on the surface of at river, stream, bayou or channel of this State for a distance
in excess of three hundred (300) feet,
Section 2. Provided that salt rater may be discharged into a fresh water stream
or other natural body of fresh water of this State at such times and in such

i

quantities that it 7111 not be harz:rul to tar contribute to the injury nor prevent
the propagation of aquatic life, acc render such water unfit for livestock, domestic
or i zigatian p.+
poses. All discharges of salt water contributing to conditions inhibited by this Act or ative
ctma:l.
of conditions inhibited by this Act shall be
violations of this Act, providing that any and all discharges of salt Vatsr into
a fresh rater stream or other natural body of fresh water of this State, that produces or contributes to a salinity in excess to two thousand parts of salt in a=
million parts of water sball be violations of this Act.

Section 3. any person violating any provision of this Act or any director or
officer of a corporation ar member of a firm or partnership or receiver chase.
corporation, firm, partnership or receivership is responsible for the operations
causing a violation of any provision of this Act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be fined in s sum not less than two hundred
dollars (
nor more than one thousand dollars (000)
11
, , and
, each day that such
violation is committed shall constitute a separate offense

The Game, Fish and

Oyster Commission and its representatives is charged lith the duty of enforcing
the provisions c_this Act slid all fines and fees of the arresting officer, imposed for violations of this Act, shall be remitted to the Came, Fish and Oyster
Co=ssion
,? and deposited in the State Treasury to the credit of the Special Game
fund.
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Straam Polution Tarr.

Section A. This rct ehsll be c=
ulative of all lays relating to the subject
matter of this Act. If any part of this Act shall be held unconstitutional or inoperative all remaining parts of this Act shall remain is full forca and affect!

Section 5. The fact that the present polution la:.
s of this State are inadequate

and difficult of enforcement and there in urgent need or a more adequate lass to

preserve important natural resources of this State, creates as amargency and an

iuYerative public necessity that the coa.
stitutional rule raquiring bills to be read
on three several days in each House be suspended, said Rule is hereby suspended and
this Act shall take eff=
ct from aid after its passage, and it is so enacted.
Approved o 1431.
S fective 90 days after adjournment.

Note: E. B. No. 12 passim the House by a vote of 77 peas, 22 nays; passed the
Senate by a vote of 31 yeas, 0 nays.)

a.
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S.
R. 110. 46)

Chapter 49:

An Act to provide for the creation of corporations to prevent the pollution of
streams and to that end empowering such corporations to gathers impound and start
rater containing salt or other substances produced in the drilling or operation of

oil -.
calls or other t' ells; and authorizing such corporations to charge reasonable
rates for service; and prohibiting discrimination between patrons; and conrerring up•
on such corporations the power of condemnation of necessary land and rights; autbarizing corporations interested In the proper disposition of such waters to subscribe

for, OTM and vote stock in corporations created hereunder; and declaring an emergency
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Texas:

Section 1. That in the mode provided in Chapter 2 of Title 25 of the

Revised Statutes of Texas of 1911 corporations may be created for the purpose of
thering, storing, and impounding rater containing salt or other substances produced
in the drilling and operation of oil and other e
* lls;and to prevent the flow thereof
into streams at ti=
es h
%en the latter may be used for irrigation;

Section 2; Such corporations; in addition is the general, powers

conferred by such title upon private corporations; may aeguirep ova; and operate
ditches; canals pipe lines; lenses, reservoirs; and their appliances appropriate for
the gathering, impounding or storage of such water, and for the protection of such

reservoirs from inflow or damage by surface raters; with further paver to condemn
lands and rights necessary therefor under like procedure as is provided in condemnation by railroads; and also to cross with their ditches, caanl.a and pipe lines

under any highways, canals pipe lines, railroads} and tram or lagging roads; conditioned that the use thereof be not impaired longer than essential to the making of

such crossings; provided that, no right is conferred to pass tbrousb any cemetery or
under any residence, school house or other public building nor to cross any street or

alley of any incorporated city or touts without the consent of the authorities thereof%
Section 3. Its the localities in which they operate and to the extent
a-the facilities provided' such corporations shell serve all producers of such water`

in the gathering, impounding, and storage of such ratera in proportion to the needs
of such producers, at fair and reasonable charges-, and without discrimination between

such producers under like condition:. Corporations interested in the ;roper dis4
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Position of such raters may subscribe for, oan, and cote stocl- in the corporations
ahicb. may be created hereunder.

Section 4. The icportance of this kat, and the absence of any,law

u;on the subleet, and the necessity for tine U=
ediate relief afforded tyyreby
sates an emergency end en, ir._
q-ative Public necessity that the eonstit
provision recui:ing bills to be read

on

t3-

aevy_a.days, be aus,
l,
ended,
^
and it is

so sas;ended, and that this kct be in force and ayet
=_^ ror
° and after its passage.
n1 it

is so enacted.

kNote. —

S. S. io.
: 46, passed the Squats by a t0thirds rote,

yea_ 22, nays 0, and passed the House of Representati7es by a t::
o-thirds eta,
:yeaa 107, nays 1.)

Ap roved April 2, 191x.
Seca_^
e a- tar ;.
gril

'<,
1913.

d
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